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Ex 1: Choose the best answer A, B, C or D to complete the sentences. 

1. I particularly have a(n)    interest in working with children. 

 A. interesting B. interested C. passion D. passionate 

2. Teaching English is a great example of a volunteer job that often    a career. 

 A. leads B. leads up C. turns D. turns into 

3. People who volunteer in their community have a personal    to the area and want to make 
it a better place for themselves and for others. 

 A. interest B. passion C. attachment D. attraction 

4.   Volunteers For Peace Viet Nam (VPV) is a   , non-governmental organization that was 
founded in 2005 to provide help and education to people in both urban and rural Viet Nam. 

 A. profit B. profitable C. non-profit D. non-profitable 

5. The volunteer project only accepts students who are   their profession and have a strong 
working knowledge of the field.  

 A. dedicating B. dedicated C. dedicated to D. dedicated in 

6. Many people who    think that they are very fortunate to live the way they do and want to give 
something back to society. 

 A. volunteer B. volunteers C. volunteering D. voluntary 

7. I would like to continue to lend my helping hands to achieve the goal of giving all children an equal 
chance of having    futures. 

 A. succeed B. successive C. successful D. succeeding 

8. Volunteers become more    of the problems facing the world. 

 A. concerned and unaware B. concerning and unaware 

 C. concerned and aware D. concerned but aware 

9. If you are    in traditional hand-made products and are on the volunteer project for several 
weeks, you may have the opportunity to learn the    and embroidery skills from the 
artisans. 

 A. interested - weaving B. interesting - weaving 

 C. interested - woven D. interesting - woven 

10. Volunteer’s main work at the projects is to take care of the children, most of whom have  
  are affected by Agent Orange. 

 A. mentally and physically disabilities B. mental and physical disabled 

 C. mental, physical and disabled D. mental and physical disabilities 

Ex 2: Complete the text with the suitable adjectives from the words in brackets, using the suffixes 
-ed, -ing, -full, or -less. 

Orphanage Volunteers Program in Kenya 
 You will work with HIV/AIDS orphans, many of whom are HIV positive. Others have been 
abandoned after birth. Orphans in Kenya orphanages are extremely (1. disadvantage)  
   and encounter a lot of (2. pain)   experiences in their life. In fact, they have never 
experienced (3. love)    and (4. care)    relationships. The children will 
receive much needed attention, support, and love from you. Through the education and sympathy they 
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receive from you, the children are not (5. hope)   anymore but they may be (6. power) 
   to overcome poverty and children’s exploitation. 

 You will learn new things, have fun, experience a new culture, learn a new language, gain work 
experience, meet new people and make lifelong friendships with fellow volunteers from around the 
world and the local people. You are also (7. excite)   to enjoy travel adventure in Kenya. 
Volunteering in orphanages in Kenya will be one of the most (8. challenge)   , and 
(9. reward)   experiences of your (10. meaning)   life. 

 

Ex 3: Fill in each blank with the correct word from the box. Each word has to be used only once. 

Message   World   Happiness People  Soul 

Wealth  Service Life  Tomorrow  Faith 

 

Mahatma Gandhi's Greatest Quotes 

1. “    is when what you think, what you say, and what you do are in harmony.” 

2. “You must not lose     in humanity. Humanity is an ocean; if a few drops of the 
ocean are dirty, the ocean does not become dirty.” 

3. “An eye for an eye only ends up making the whole     blind.” 

4. “Where there is love there is    .” 

5. “I suppose leadership at one time meant muscles, but today it means getting along with  
  .” 

6. “The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the     of others.” 

7.  “Live as if you were to die    . Learn as if you were to live forever.” 

8. “My life is my    .” 

9. “When I admire the wonders of a sunset or the beauty of the moon, my    expands in 
the worship of the creator.” 

10. “It is health that is real     and not pieces of gold or silver.” 


